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Journey of SPG since its birth till now has been amazing by virtue of the hard work and sincere efforts put by each of its members. The society has now expanded its realm by focusing on various facets of energy business through introduction of new technology, which translates these resources into tangible Oil & Gas revenues.

SPG has been serving its members through publication & digital uploading of Geohorizons on its website along with technical papers of SPG conferences for circulation and knowledge sharing. Regular lecture series, field trip and technical workshops are forte of SPG for dissemination of knowledge and bringing geoscientist's community together through such types of activities.

The urgent need of bringing out Geohorizons regularly with quality content has been ongoing. It is essential to bring out Geohorizons with brilliant publication with pinnacle class content. Once again invite you all for sharing technical contribution to the developing world of geoscience through your own Society of Petroleum Geophysicists. Outstanding contributors will continue to be recognized as being practiced.

On behalf of the society and on my own behalf, wishing all SPG members all the best for their future endeavor.

(Debashish Purkayastha)
President, SPG India